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SUfEARY

Inspection on February 10, 1982

Areas Inspected

This special announced inspection involved eight inspector-hours on site in the
| area of emergency planning, specifically the interface between the licensee

organization and the responding flRC Region II organization at the emergency
response facilities.

j Resul ts
I

Within the area inspected, no violation or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS
1

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*T. Lutkehaus, Plant Manager
*W. Dubois, Assistant Plant Manager
*L. Hill, Assistant Manager Nuclear Support Services
*C. Brown, Compliance Supervisor
*S. Ford, Licensing Specialist

NRC Resident Inspector
'

*T. Stetka
'

*B. Smith

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 10, 1982, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Not inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Emergency Response Facilities

| a. General

| The inspector reviewed with a licensee representative aspects of an NRC
Region II response to an emergency at the site and the necessity that
preplanning take place in order to interface effectively with the1

licensee organization and other organizations (Federal, State and local
agencies) particularly at the Technical Support Center (TSC) and the

; Emergency Operating Facility (E0F).

Included in the review with the licensee representative were the
following Region II activities which explain the nature of the NRC rolei

onsite during an emergency.

Respond to incidents of the " Site Area" and " General" emergency; -

severity classification level as defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E,,

! Section IV.C.
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Interface with the licensee organization in order to evaluate the-

nature and extent of the incident, ascertain plant status, monitor
licensee activities and ensure appropriate corrective actions are
taken to minimize the consequences of the incident.

Infom the pubite and others of plant status and the technical-

details concerning the incident.

Develop projections of onsite and offsite radiological effects for-

use by other Federal, State and local agencies.

b. Interim Technical Support Center

The inspector toured the interim TSC which is located on the second
floor of the office building. The interim TSC is a large room (21' x
25') with a divider screen which can provide for two smaller rooms (10'
x 21') and 15' x21'). The Emergency Coordinator selected members of
the licensee staff and plant supervisor operate from this room to
assess and manage an emergency. The inspector informed a licensee
representative that NRC Region II management would need to interface
directly with the plant staff at the interim TSC in order to properly
evaluate an incident. The licensee indicated that work space, table
and chairs for two or three NRC people would be made available in the
interim TSC. The inspector noted that the interim TSC is equipped with
the necessary communication equipment along with the NRC emergency
notification system (ENS). There is no NRC health physics network
(HPN) telephone in the interim TSC. An HPN telephone is located across
the hallway in the chen-rad manager office. There is no commercial /
inplant telephone within the interim TSC designated for NRC use.
Directly across a hallway from the interim TSC is an office designated
for NRC use and two commercial /inplant telephones are available. This
office is also equipped with desks, chairs and chalkboard.

c. Interim Emergency Operating Facility

The inspector toured the interim E0F which is a room (approximately 25'
x 40') in the Florida Power District Office and is located in Crystal
River, Florida approximately seven miles from the site. The Emergency /
Recovery Director and specified licensee personnel conduct their
activities from the interim E0F. The inspector informed a licensee
representative that NRC Region II management would interface directly
with the licensee organization in the interim E0F. The licensee repre-
sentative indicated that work space, table and chairs would be made
available for two or three NRC people. The inspector noted that the
interim EOF is equipped with communications, plant and environmental
status boards, evacuation maps, etc. The NRC (ENS) and (HPN) telephones
are not located in the interim E0F nor is there a commercial /inplant
telephone designated for NRC use. The aforementioned communications
equipment is located in the District flanagers office. This office (13'
x 19') has been designated for NRC use during drills and emergencies.
This office is located approximately 150' from the interim E0F.
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The NRC mobile laboratory is normally sent to the E0F during a NRC
Region II response. The licensee was given the following information
concerning the NRC mobile laboratory in order that the licensee can
determine the feasibility to benth the mobile unit at the interim EOF.
Level space (14' x 35'); electrical power (3-115v, 20 amps power
receptacles Hubbell twist - lock) and a commercial telephone line or an
extention of a existing telephone line equipped with a jack for con-
necting to the mobile unit.

d. Final Emergency Response Facilities

The inspector toured the TSC building which has been completed except
for finalizing communication and the safety parameter display system.
The TSC is located inside the protected area approximately 100 yards
from the office building. The breaking of ground to start the con-;

struction of the E0F is underway in Crystal River, Florida. The
location is approximately 9.9 miles from the plant. The inspector
discussed with a licensee representative guidance that is provide in
NUREG 0696 " Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities."
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